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HELLO HERO,
Welcome,

I’m Mike Oladipo
I have a story to share and I know you would be
encouraged as you read through…
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This is not all that there is about my story, but an extract
from the whole on my journey here as at September 6th,
2018 (My Birthday).

I decided to share my story in form of episodes prior to
my birthday and the feedbacks were amazing, upon
request I had to put the same set of episodes in this book
for you.

This is not because I have the most inspiring story in the
world, but because I feel there are many that would be
encouraged and inspired especially the young ones, at
least those who may find themselves in comparable
situation that I was as shared in the story.
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My DAD Married 11 Wives and
My Mum was the 10th as I was
told…
My Mum gave birth to 6 of us, 3 boys and 3 girls, on the journey
we lost the second girl, I am the last boy followed by our last
who is a girl.

If I could go through this much as the 5th child, you
could imagine what the 4 ahead of me went through
before I was born and after I was born.

Our story is the story of impossibility turned
possibility, grass to grace and the usually called zero
to hero. Each of my older siblings have amazing and
inspiring story of survival and grace, but for this
short read, I’ll share only mine, hoping in the nearest
future we get to share more. Thanks!
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How to use this book:
Don’t read just for story sake, but like someone who is searching for
treasure and seeking answers, sometimes, you don’t seek answers for
yourself, but for others who may need your wisdom.
Don’t try to finish the book once, meditate and try to dive into the
mental and emotional picture of each episode and imagine if it were you,
what would you have done perhaps better.
At the end of each episode, I have included wisdom pill, and a few other tips.

After the whole story, you would also find some independent articles
that I wrote a book titled: Wisdom Capsules for The Journey. Kindly
request for it, it contains some very powerful thought lines, they will
guide you on your journey and I trust that you will find them useful.
Above all, be kind enough to share this book with others especially
young people.
✓ Start a WhatsApp inspirational group where you share stories
✓ Start a mini mentorship club for teens in your street
And of course, I wouldn’t mind coming to answer live questions at your
event or online sessions. If we all can share 10% what we’ve been
through, we will collectively help one another stay and stand strong,
that’s my only goal for putting this together.
Thank you for choosing to live out the hero way by taking the lead and
leading the change.
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“The grammars that I spoke when I was
broke, the dramas untold when I was at
home, the songs composed when I lost
hope, the mental pictures that I cloned to
grow and the prayers that I pray when
I’m alone - Mike Oladipo”
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EPISODE ONE

DEPRIVED
BUT NOT
DENIED
“Don’t Let the Feeling of How and Where You Were Born
Kill the Core Reason Why You Were Born – Mike Oladipo”
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The guy on the left in the picture above was raised by his Mum
among five other siblings as Dad hardly came home, he lost his
mum at 13 while going to 14.
The one he grew to know as the voice of direction is now taken,
yes, she passed and will never return.

Reality sets in and now he must live as the master of his own
faith and captain of his own soul.
Thanks be to God, she (Mum) laid a strong foundation, raised
him and his siblings in the way of the Lord with sound moral
values to love, serve, care, give and shun evil.

The guy on the left is the same on the right, bears the same name
but beyond the looks is something more important, something
happened to him as he journeyed...

You want to know?
On to the next episode….
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Wisdom Pill:

The purpose of adversity is to reveal your identity
and help you build capacity to impact humanity.
Don't groan through it, grow through it!
Area of focus when in this kind of situation:

• Pray to meet people with genuine love.
• Prioritize knowledge and embrace daily habit of learning.
• Avoid unhealthy circle of friendship influence.
• Keep your story and secrets to yourself except you have
someone you really trust, you must however, ensure that
they love you and are interested in you. You can trust
people and they don’t trust you, at this point, you need
those who really love and believe in you.
• Be diligent, respectful, kind and follow peace with
everyone you meet.
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EPISODE TWO

LONELY
BUT NOT
ALONE
“Your Future Is Largely Influenced by What You Do
When You Feel Lonely and Are Alone with Yourself –
Mike Oladipo”
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The journey got so rough and tough, having to adjust to a new
life while still being hunted by the pain of the loss of his
precious mother.
He ended up attending five primary schools all in the village
(Rural-Rural-Rural), the type where you go to the city (local
town) once a year and that's when Mama was buoyant enough.

At the age of 10, he was already the man of his house, his older
siblings already left home in search of greener pastures.
He managed hectares of farms at different locations, sold
firewood, hawk fried fish, peeled cassava and set traps for rats to
get some meat for the family.

His highest aspiration thereon was to become the smartest
hunter, a palm wine tapper or the chief priest of his village.
However, he was always finding himself bringing people
together to achieve a cause, both evil and good, his mind
became the devil's box where evil Ideas were fabricated - the
devil tried to have him, but mercy said No!

His escape from the village became a necessity after his mother
passed and was facilitated by his oldest brother who took him up
and began a total mental, moral and spiritual rehabilitation.
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Stayed back at home for two years after escaping from the
village because he couldn't fit into school, big head with no
content, ugly and full of evil tendencies and you would need
double bulletproof to withstand his grammatical blunders.
He finally made it to school with the painstaking help of his
brother and a new journey started, living with another God sent
family who sheltered and became his adopted parents.
Fast forward, the guy on the left became the secretary of interact
club of rotary, a prefect and the president of the club. It was the
beginning of his leadership calling.

Wisdom Pill:
Whatever battles you fail to conquer your children will
confront. Take a stand, ignore the insult, fix your eyes on the
result you seek and keep moving even when you win.
Area of focus when in this kind of situation:
• Use your alone time to pray and meditate on your future self.
• Speak positive words of affirmation.
• Be content with what you have but let your resolve to succeed.
be more potent than your present realities.
• Celebrate your little progress.
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EPISODE THREE

DELAYED
BUT NOT
DISADVANTAGED
“Many Derail in Moments of Delays, Remain Resolute to Go
Another day and See the End of The Race – Mike Oladipo’’
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Not being able to speak good English at the age of 15 was a
huge challenge and his acute shyness and low self-esteem were
all major strongholds he had to confront daily.
As God would have it, just as you don't learn how to swim in the
forest, his leadership appointment placed demand on his hidden
potentials hence, the need to go all out and confront the giants.

His very humble background coupled with the inscribed moral
values kind of impressed upon him the need to help others
compassionately, this then became his unique selling point
making him the choice among his peers.
Rotary-Rotaract-Interact paved room for him to develop his
leadership skills and earned him the privilege of traveling far
and wide both within and outside the country.

His leadership tenure witnessed execution of viable projects and
programs; his creative mind that used to be wrongly deployed
has now become a production factory for innovative ideas.
He became actively involved in school transformation,
community building, represented his school in many
competitions with successful outings and to crown it all, he who
couldn't speak simple English became an instructor who later
coached many.
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He didn't just attend five different primary schools, he also
ended up attending 4 different secondary schools, the beauty of
it remains that, everywhere he went he learned and left a
positive mark.

Wisdom Pill:
You survived everything you've been through for a reason;
they are your preparatory platforms for your next assignment.
Pay attention and let process have its full dealings.

Area of focus when in this kind of situation:
• Keep working hard on yourself.
• Pray for and genuinely celebrate with others.
• Refuse to hold grudges, you can’t climb your next level
with hatred at heart, it would drain you.
• Learn from those who are making progress and love being
corrected.
• Keep your belief in your dream alive through daily positive
words of affirmation.
• Be adaptable to situations around your physical
environment.
• Be flexible with yourself, don’t beat yourself up for being
slow, you may still be under process.
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EPISODE FOUR

ISOLATED
BUT NOT
FORGOTTEN
“Only the Visionary Can Harness the Hidden Power
of Isolation, Its Sting Would Suffocate the Visionless –
Mike Oladipo’’
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Out of secondary school finally but with no hope of ever going
further, not because he failed or he sold his brain, but because
there was no means to advance.
Back on the street of Lagos as a full-time hustler, running
errands like a house boy just to keep body and soul.

Luckily, he was opportune to enroll at a computer training
institute of his oldest sister where he became a computer
instructor, he lived in a church for three years serving as a
church boy alongside other boys who were orphans.
He used that period to polish his music skills, also got inspired
by his immediate elder brother along the way and started
mastering piano skills, which would now later become a major
source of sustenance for him.

It was a season to learn all learnable and participate in all church
programs. As a church boy, you must attend all activities in
church whether it's your business or not.
Prayer warriors as often called on Monday, service on Tuesday,
choir practice on Wednesday, prayer meeting on Thursday, vigil
on Friday, church cleaning on Saturday morning, choir rehearsal
on Saturday evening, Sunday morning services and house
fellowship on Sunday evenings, this ran consistently for more
than two and half years.
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At times, you feel like escaping those activities but that's the
only place to call home. Little did he know that God was using
that period to preserve, protect and prepare him for the tasks to
come.
It was a season of great pain and suffering where you go 0-0-1.
He used his free time to master music production, became a
standby studio backup and perfected his piano skills, one day
while practicing in church, his pastor walked in quietly and was
surprised at the skills he had developed.
Immediately, the pastor put him on #2000 ($6) monthly bonus,
he was given church ID card (he had no valid ID whatsoever),
with which he opened his first back account at Wema Bank and
he could now smile to the bank at the end of every month.

Wisdom Pill:
There's a difference between suffering and preparing,
preparation may look like suffering but suffering without
understanding of preparation or without any greater picture of
the future can stir perpetual frustration and terminate divine
design. Great products pass through good process. No one ever
graduates from the school of process, you can only upgrade.
Keep growing!
Area of focus when in this kind of situation:
Repeat What I Advised for Episode Three Above.
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EPISODE FIVE

BROKEN
BUT NOT
CRUSHED
“Chances are that you will get broken, but you must
remain resolute not to stay broken – Mike Oladipo’’
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As a church boy (meaning the guy who lives within the church
premises), he witnessed all manners of demeaning moments as
he had to run errands for both the young and the old.
Just like every normal human, the thought of what's next kept
coming, is this how it would end? Where is the exit door out of
this perpetual lack and deprivation, where is the entry route to
the promised land?

He spent many times on his birthday at the farm on hard labor
with no one to even care enough to wish him happy birthday,
that's if they even know.
The vacuum that being an orphan creates could be very deep and
wide, therefore, we all need to constantly show them love,
especially those that are still very young.

They become vulnerable to evil tendencies, societal misgiving,
mental pollution and molestation, they need care, guidance and a
lot of emotional support.
Some of his friends who came with their parents to church with
whom he used to interact occasionally usually zoomed off in
their cars at the end of every service, he's back alone in the little
room by the church gate where he served as the commander in
chief of all church's affairs once no one is around.
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One of those days, he got sick and almost passed because no one
was around to offer a hand and was too broke to get pills neither
was he rich enough to own a phone to call for help, his first
phone ever (Samsung blue face) would come a year after.
He summoned courage to double his hustle and raised some
money to obtain jamb form hoping to make it through, he could
then use that as a bait to secure some compassionate support
from everyone around even though deep within, he was still
bothered of how on earth he would cover the bills of going to
university.
Wisdom pill:

That others arose before you may not mean they will
arrive before you and even if they do, we are all seeds, we
have different fruiting seasons, blossom where you're
planted and wait for your time.

Area of focus when in this kind of situation:
• Keep your mental picture of a brighter day strong.
• Think of what you can do for others not what you need
from others.
• Read biographies of other successful people.
• Listen to inspiring songs not songs of pity.
• Don’t publicize your pain to people who can’t be of help.
• Trust solely in God and expect the best.
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EPISODE SIX

HOPELESS
BUT
RESTORED
“You Cannot Feel Hopeless Until You Start Thinking

Hopelessly – Mike Oladipo’’
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Yes, it is true that struggle scatters family, his older siblings who
left home in search of greener pastures while he was in the
village with his little sister and mother were far apart equally
sticking it out with life.
Yes, they were working and willing to reach out, but not
buoyant enough to offer substantial help on a consistent basis,
save for his oldest brother at that point in time who went above
and beyond from time to time to offer morale support and
sacrificial financial support for basic upkeep for the family at
large.

They were caught up in that tight situation where you have the
intention but the capacity to carry out your good intention was
not available. This season strengthened his faith and drew him
closer to God.
He hates to be idle and so started polishing his football skills
hoping he would one day play for Arsenal and Barcelona, he
trained 6 hours daily on footwork, voice training, piano classes
and of course didn't give up his dancing skills.

If "certificate" won't save me, "sabificate" would he said to
himself, while doing that, he started with a couple of friends
creating adverts for companies in Lagos supplying ideas, that
didn't go very far as they only gave him and his team peanut
while they made a way with his ideas.
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That season taught a strong lesson that if you don't have a
structured and a solid brand, you would be stranded, he had the
ideas but no supportive corporate structure to push them forward
and so he closed that chapter at least for that period.
He prepared for his jamb exam as one going to heaven, he wrote
the exam and was expecting good result, back then you need to
wait for days before you know your fate.

After his exam, he returned to his normal daily life hustle while
keeping his dreams alive that one day the table would turn in his
favor.
Most of the nights you're left with thoughts to bridge your
spiritual and moral values, the thought of suicide was constant
but through continuous envisioning of a better future, your hope
is reinforced, and your faith is boosted to grow and go through
another day.

At times, God keep mute not because he hates you but because
the process was necessary for your growth, just like the way you
keep mute while your cake is enjoying the heat in the oven, an
essential part of the process.
Weekends are for parties, you dress up and go anywhere you can
see events (Yoruba call it Mogbo Moya) just to get some jollof
rice and perhaps some coke into your water bottle, and as you're
eating the food, your head is already calculating the way out for
the next meal.
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These are days he would wake up and trek miles just looking for
what he could do as a secondary school graduate, with his
hungry looking face and of few skills, in fact, a woman once
told him she could not hire him, in her words, she said, you look
too unkept that you may make away with our money and
property. Everything around you signaled desperation.
He dusted that off and moved on, luckily, he got a job at a
computer center somewhere around Omole phase 2 in Lagos and
would trek daily, resumes early and close late overworking
himself just to ensure this job was not lost.

Listen friend, it’s not everything you cry over, some things are
divinely designed and are indirectly working out for your good.
At least, he was sure he was at peace with God and from that
point forward he knew that God, who is the father to the
fatherless and helper to the motherless was fully on his case, he
lost the job not because he did something bad, it is what is called
"sovereign proclamation of divine enterprise".

He lost it because his time was up; his next point of assignment
had opened, and no salary increase could keep him down.
Be sensitive, don't let salary raise keep you in Egypt, it's time to
advance to Canaan. Be sensitive to your season, having done all,
let God lead the way.
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The week he lost the job was the week he got admission into the
university without any post examination to study the course of
his choice, somebody met somebody somewhere, and they
spoke about him, that somebody called somebody that then
called somebody and that somebody now called him that it's
time to move from here to your next.
My friend, the person who called somebody that later called
somebody before somebody called him up till now, he does not
know the person and the jamb result he wrote that year up till
now he has not checked the result.

Did he get admission? Yes, he did. Did he get the course of
choice? Yes, he did. Did he get accommodation? Yes, for free?
You can call it strange, yes, strange favor happens to people
with strange situation. If you're in one now, hold on to God,
you'll be fine. You've won before the battle began.

The story didn't end there, it was however, a timely-needed
celebration to exit and enter a feeling and season of new and
taste some sense of progress.
However, the fear of what happens next, going to a place he
knew no one far away from his state of residence would now be
the next to surmount.
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Who told you God doesn't work miracles? Come and ask me.
The crux of the matter is, once it's your time and it’s your turn,
all barriers and protocols are suspended for your favor.
But the key question is, how many people can wait for their time
and their turn, and how many even know it's their time and their
turn?

Wisdom pill:

You may not be able to connect the dart forward but as
you advance, you will look back and see the reasons why
you went through what you went through.

Area of focus when in this kind of situation:
• Repeat what you have in episode five above.
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EPISODE SEVEN

IMPERFECT
BUT
LOVED
“The Truth You Know About Others Determine Your
Reaction to Their Situation. The Truth You know
About Yourself Determines Your Reactions to Your
Situation – Mike Oladipo’’
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So, Mike, I thought you're a prince, yes, from a royal family,
and I thought you're from a wealthy family, yes of course, who
told you I'm not? I'm from God's family the wealthiest of all.
That you came from a poor background or village that only
bicycle can access or that you inherited money, cars and houses
does not invalidate life happenings and reality of process that
facilitate full healthy-balanced growth and development.

Don't run from your story because the glory of great men lies in
their stories, and stop trying to become a star, you were born
one, all you need is to grow and manifest.
You would be stretched, stressed, misunderstood, insulted,
isolated, rejected, despised, implicated and underestimated, a
mango seed while in the ground experiences loneliness, death
and heat, but a time comes it begins to grow and then, to make it
to fruition is another long journey. Fruitfulness and growth
happen in stages, enjoy every bit on your way up.

No matter how badly you need a baby, you need to wait for nine
months. Patience in process is key to securing your promised
promises. However, waiting season should be growing season,
not a therapy to massage idleness and philosophize unrealistic
philosophies.
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Stop trying to become your future self now, stop trying to outrun
the one who set your path before you arrived, you met your
friends somewhere, you were not born together, friends come
and friends go, ensure they don't leave you broke and goalless.
Don't seek pity in your preparation time, maintain focus and
grow steadily, that is the way to build a healthy and an enduring
legacy.

Back to the story, by the time he was leaving for school,
everyone rallied around him, some gave money, some gave
clothes, some gave hugs, some prayed, some gave advices and
some shed tears of joy.
It was indeed a journey of liberation, opening the gate of hope
that was shut - he had no expectations he could ever further his
education at that point in his life.

Don't close the doors that God has not shut. What are those
doors you've closed on yourself? Marital, financial, Business,
Career etc.? Let them remain opened in your spirit and mind
right now. There's no hopeless situation, only people who think
hopelessly.
Many things happened in school that 30 chapters of a book may
not contain, too numerous to count but through it all, he
maintained a strong spirit.
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School was fun, tough and rough. You couldn't afford to fail,
you mustn’t get into unnecessary troubles, if anything happens,
there's no one to call neither is there any family or home to take
you to.
You have no choice than to borrow yourself some good sense,
face your studies and don't have carry overs, if not, you would
be extending your suffering period.

The situation was the perfect definition of OYO (On Your
Own), but never forget, that even when you feel lonely, you're
never alone. God is always right there. He became the leader
and partner of many organizations, groups and revolutionize his
immediate environment.
Clarity of purpose set in; all round maturity became a necessity
and the demand to shape the path he would follow, after school
and NYSC was now an unavoidable bridge to cross.

A season considered to be one of the most important and
difficult for a typical Nigerian graduate, not when you are now
parentless and do not have a place you can point to as permanent
home.
Where will he go? Where will he stay? What will he do for
money? Would there be a miracle to escape all the hustles and
troubles? Will this hard life ever get easy?
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Always be careful not to sneak into that self-pity mode when
alone, when it seems the journey ahead is an impossible
mountain, that’s where your faith comes in, knowing that he that
brought you here will surely take you there, your role is to wake
up daily and follow God’s lead.
It's ok to cry, that happened to me uncountable times, but wipe
your tears and get to work because the last time I checked, tears
can compel compassion and a plate of food but it can't change
your life, it is decisive actions that do and you would get to a
point where not even God can decide for you, you would need to
assume the pilot seat and fly your own aircraft.

Some never get into the pilot seat because of fear, some get in
and head in the wrong direction, some never moved, only sit to
enjoy the ambiance of their static aircraft while some pressed the
wrong buttons and crashed, others keep redefining their
beautiful excuses with new grammar and vocabularies.
Think about the top but worry about how to climb each step that
leads there. Don't mock those that are in their seed (buried) state
because you're now off the darkness of the ground, neither
should you envy those whose fruits are ripe, you will equally
assume that state with time.
Have you noticed that once a seed is planted, not even God can
stop it from growing? That is because, the normal law of seed
and harvest must be obeyed. There's no secret to success, only
system and it can be replicated by everyone who subscribes.
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How did he transition from who he used to be to who he is now
as he prepares for who he's going to become? Let's hope we can
find the answer in the last episode of this series.

Wisdom pill:
The responsibility to take responsibility for your responsibilities
is your responsible responsibility.
Shifting your responsibility to others will make you a packaged
liability. Others can help, but you must make effort with time as
you advance to mature and live responsively and responsibly.

Area of focus when in this kind of situation:
• Get busy, don’t stay idle.
• Focus on something that is working for the moment, don’t
be rigid on one long term goal that you don’t yet have
resources for.
• Take steps, don’t just prepare or sit at home wishing.
• Avoid temptations to cheat your way forward.
• Keep only few trusted friends and track distractions.
• Don’t shut doors of hope to your dreams, keep praying and
keep working.
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EPISODE EIGHT

MOVING
FORWARD
“Everybody is Growing Old Daily, But Not Everybody Is
Moving Forward Daily, Decide to Move Forward Daily No
Matter How Little – Mike Oladipo’’
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I had one goal in mind while working on this series, I don't like
stories neither do I consider myself as one who has arrived, but I
believe if you are a graduate of higher institution, you can guide
those who are in secondary school and undergraduate both
through your success and otherwise, this is because they are
passing through the path you've walked.
An essential part of your task would be to share your story and
how you walked through lonely roads and dark nights. This
becomes a source of encouragement that reinforces their belief
in themselves to make greatness happen.

There are books, seminars, individuals and songs that got me
through tough seasons on the way here, too numerous to list
right now, they were divinely set up as a support system for me
at every junction I felt like throwing in the towel.
I'm not yet where I'm heading but I'm already on the way, it's
good to reflect and reset, but much more is to look back and
reach out to those who are about journeying the path you've
walked, in other words, those whose future is your conquered
past.

In case you've read through and you are thinking what the need
for all this long writing is, then you know by now that you are
not on the list of those I had in mind while putting this piece
together.
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If you've been a follower of my posts or you’ve read any of my
books before now, all you will see are direct teachings not
stories, but this is essential, as I'm convinced beyond doubts that
sharing a bit of my story would go out to help someone find
clarity, find encouragement and get inspired to keep pressing
forward.
No two stories are the same; In the end, we are all heroes of our
own stories’ because life has a way of teaching you lessons you
do not want to learn. Through it all, don't forget to document in
writings and pictures, and if you can, as well in audios and
videos.

As an author of over 50 books with thousands giving out for free
to help people all across the world, this was not done because I
want to pride as an author, I hate writing, I prefer speaking and
teaching, I do that much better.
The attempt to document my thoughts, story and discoveries
inspired my books. What's a book? A book is a documentation
of your persuasion; it gives access to the writer's pain, mind,
belief, discoveries and views on the subject matter.!

I resolved to follow the path of my purpose very early. Now,
you must know that there is a HUGE price to pay for living
purposefully I must be honest with you, the number one goal of
the devil is for you to do what's popular, looks right, feels right
but not meant for you.
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Do you know you can live productively and profitably without
living purposefully? That you're making money and famous may
not mean you're living purposefully. Do you also know that you
can live purposefully (intentionally) daily without living your
true-life purpose?
I'm not talking about purposing in your heart what to do per time
and doing it, (people do what they hate intentionally just to get
by) while that is crucial, I'm talking about doing what God sent
you here to do. Imagine, if all other fruits of the world want to
turn out like mango, they will all lose their relevance and deny
the world their true value.

Imagine a fish that wants to soar like an eagle, that's a good
desire but it was not design for that, purpose reveals design and
design reveals function and function reveals value.
Do you know that, to a fish the sky does not exist? He doesn't
see it cos it's permanently located and lives in the sea. It's called
the law of focus, but there are many who are radically focused
on the wrong things, digging for diamonds in wrong zones,
trying to be Stars where they've not been called.

When Purpose is not known, true value is undervalued, and
abuse is inevitable. The one who should deliver others would
now be the one seeking deliverance.
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You need to know your purpose, your specific assignment per
time, your gifts and continually search to know what's hidden in
you, using knowledge as lenses.
I've discovered that if you truly want to be happy and fulfilled,
80 percent of your adult life should be deployed doing what you
were born to do.

I decided to live my purpose very early in life and I'm still
paying the price heavily like every other person out there who is
working hard to make their lives count. Don't forget, whatever
path we all choose, there's a price and reward, some rewards end
here, and others continue after life.!
Whatever path you have chosen, I pray you find solace and
fulfillment. Above all, don't let anyone pull you down, it's a
fight you must fight daily.

Fight with prayers, with wisdom, with competence, patience,
excellence, humility, integrity and of course with silence. But
for some, it is their silence that is working against them.
Be gentle but don't bow to follies of fools. Be confident but don't
be muted by the sting of the arrogant. To succeed in this part of
the world, you need a mixture of calmness and boldness,
courage and patience.
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You may have failed in the past, but there's no failure in your
future because you haven't arrived there yet, therefore, get up
and move, you are heading somewhere glorious.
I pray you God's blessings as you win forward. Amen!

If you read through the 8 episodes of this
series, I want to thank you. I need your
feedback, let me know the episode that
helped you the most.

Above all, Be Good, Be Wise, Stay Hopeful and Patriotic.
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FEW COMMENTS
FROM READERS OF
THE STORY
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Happy birthday to you MO. You tell your Story so well, it's been a source of
motivation to Thousand around you. Really excited to see how far you've come
knowing it's just the beginning for Greater things coming your way.
The first time I was in a place you spoked I was blessed by the amount of wisdom
you spoke out, My God!
A Contact with you will be life transforming for anybody. God bless the works of
your hands and give you Greater Wisdom for the World. ENJOY THIS
BEAUTIFUL DAY OF YOURS.
Uddi Nora
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MIKE OLADIPO: THE MAN, THE MYTH AND THE
HERO!!!*
*“…My world fell apart when I met him. Without restraint and
unapologetically. *
*He dealt such damage that shattered a lot within me! This
man!
*He wounded my ignorance beyond repair and depleted every
wind of bad air masquerading as fresh air.
The miracle of my survival and transformation after that
encounter is now a testimony!
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I begin by noting that: “Unless you are willing to kneel and
learn, you will remain immaculate in your slum of ignorance.”
Here are a few lessons I’ve learnt about MO.

Mike Oladipo: THE MAN
The first time I met him, he strolled out briskly from the
boardroom at Heroes Centre smartly dressed. His trademark
spectacles added a smart scholarly air to his handsome face.
Even for a guy, I thought to myself, ‘Mehn, this guy sharp o’.
He strolled out singing, I recall, with his sweet sonorous voice,
and that distinct slur. It’s hard to miss that slur in any of his
songs both on and off record.

A bright smile lit his face as he emerged; the warm kind that
makes you feel welcomed. Then, he spoke. His first words
became a daily reminder of him because of the way he said it…
“How are you!” with a musical note. Those that know MO will
understand.

So, there I was, seated in Heroes Centre, curiously
contemplating what ‘this man’ would say?
Would it be the usual rhetoric of motivational speakers, the ‘you
can do it!’, ‘believe in yourself’ and all the other clichés in the
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book. I’m glad I thought so, because I was in no way prepared
for the fundamental tsunami that rocked my mental
infrastructure that morning.
I walked out of Heroes Centre that day dazed, not like one who
had seen a ghost, but like the few people who have had the
privilege of encountering WISDOM! Chai! Only few can relate
with that experience.

Mike Oladipo: THE MYTH
That evening, I chatted him up. Believe me, I did so with the
utmost respect and sacred sanctity deserving of such a great
man. The only pity was that WhatsApp had no emoji for
‘continual prostration’ and the ‘Osuba’ gesture.
Here was a man, royal in words, ideas and spirit. Here was a
fount of knowledge and wisdom, a great man, yet, he chose not
to revel in all the superficial ritual, but reached out and
conversed with such love, wisdom and honesty.

He taught me to say, ‘I Love You’, yes, even to the male folks,
because he did it so many times that I unconsciously picked up
those words.
MO revolutionized my emotional and social intelligence
structures. His humility humbled me beyond repair. How can a
man be this great and this MO-like?
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Like every truly wise man, I found MO to be unrepentantly
humble, and generous to boot.

Mike Oladipo: THE HERO
Fast forward to 10 months after our encounter, I found myself
racing across the city, screaming at the top of my voice “Taking
the Lead, Leading the Change!” as hundreds of young Heroes
Social Change Ambassadors brought the busy commercial area
to a standstill.
That month, I saw super-hero Mike Oladipo lead the cleaning of
the Market, deliver vital welfare and emotional support to scores
of widows, gather an army of 400 Heroes Social Change
Ambassadors for an era of radical and sweeping transformation
that has spread across the African continent and the globe like
wildfire.

Mike Oladipo is a Super-Hero, His love for God is the fountain
of everything we see. This spring birthed his unyielding love for
people, his country Nigeria, and the entire world.
His passion for knowledge, wisdom, and excellence is
overwhelmingly outstanding. More importantly, he has lived his
words and showed generations the unimpugnable integrity and
impact of a purpose-driven life!
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I and everyone at World Transformers International (WTI)
celebrate you today Sir, for the blessing that you are.

We pray greater glory! Happy Birthday and Cheers! like you
always say!

@MikeOladipo #Heroes Nation @WTI #IsaacEmmanuel
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TO A HERO:
Some acquire to boast some acquire to give.
When you see MO, it’s not difficult to define Giving, because his life reflects it.
When you lack knowledge, sit with him and don't talk, you will end up being
called Mr. wise man among your friends.

If you're lazy just become his (PA.) you will end up being a workaholic.
If you're boring chat or live with MO for some weeks you may end up being called
BASKET MOUTH.

If you're judgmental to people talk to MO for some hours you will hate yourself for
being a perpetual critic.
HE’S A ROLE MODEL TO ALL ASPIRING LEADERS IN THE WORLD.

Your heart is rare to find in this generation sir, thank you for being a voice to trust,
thank you for believing in us.
I'm indebted to make progress with what you've taught me.

Happy birthday sir.
Happy birthday father of heroes.
Happy birthday Mr. Mike Oladipo.

Amb. Samuel Oni
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ON MIKE OLADIPO
The Greatest need of man is WISDOM
I Join the world to Celebrate a PURE WISDOM PERSONIFIED MAN

This man "MO' functions with THE WISDOM OF ANCIENT
Mr. Mike operates in all levels of WISDOM such as common sense, intellectual
sense, divine sense and even native sense.
I have seen this MO Operate in the wisdom of God which is a divine virtue.
Through wisdom a house is built and through understanding it is established, MO
has built all his companies and organizations with DIVINE WISDOM

WISDOM is profitable to direct; Mr. Mike has through the wisdom of God
directed the affairs of many towards purposeful and profitable path.
Nothing colors Destiny like divine WISDOM, Mr. Mike is a perfect reflection.

Nothing dignifies Destiny like divine wisdom in Action - Mr. Mike is a dignified
man.
Unquestionably, another name for Wisdom is Mr. Mike and another name for Mr.
Mike is WISDOM.

Happy Birthday Sir, the longer you live the brighter you shine.
Thank you for all you do for us. We Celebrate You powerfully sir.
Olaitan Agbomeji
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I can't begin to count the things I have learnt from you. You
have changed my mindset about a lot of things, you have
addressed my fears. If am multitasking and doing a lot of things
right now, that's all you.
You strengthened the giver in me, I see the way you are selfless,
and I just want to be like you. I want to love, give, impact, help
because that's what you keep telling me.
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The little anger and hatred I had in me; I don't know how but
you flushed it out.
Now, I can't even stay angry for 5minutes, Mr. Mike Oladipo
thank you. Thank you for making me a better person. Today I
am pleased with the woman I have become. You are indeed a
blessing to all.

Happy birthday Hero Mike Oladipo

Amb. Dorcas Adebiyi
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https://www.facebook.com/100000096453832/posts/2178383255508202/

Mike Oladipo - CEO Heroes Nation | Executive Director DreamSeed | Founder Project 400
Heroes Global | President MOGi | Provost MOGi Global Leadership School | Convener
Innovative Leadership Summit | Convener Heroic Action Day | Convener When CEOs and
Leaders Pray | Convener iTrainHeroes Global | Leadership Consultant | Business Coach |

Relationship Advisor | Brand Strategist | Sociopreneur | Author | Singer | Radio Host |
Preacher | Nation Builder | @iammikeoladipo | +2347061071745
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Mike Documented his over 15 years’
experience of training thousands of
entrepreneurs in this combo.
www.mogi.com.ng
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Mike’s Life Assignment Is to Raise
Leaders, Drink from His Wealth of
Leadership Insight in This Combo.
www.mogi.com.ng
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Mike has a mandate to raise leaders (heroes) who will
lead for earthly significance and heavenly relevance.
This combo is a super-pack for anyone who desires to
standout.
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